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NORTH  WOODS  NEWS 
THE QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER OF THE NORTH WOODS CHAPTER 

OF THE ADIRONDACK MOUNTAIN CLUB 

Winter Mountaineering School 
The Adirondack Mountain Club has sponsored the Winter Mountaineering School for over 60 years.  Its purpose is to 
promote and teach safe winter mountaineering and camping techniques.  The school is staffed by experienced all-
volunteer instructors who, each year, plan and execute a program designed around experiential learning allowing 
students to spend the majority of their time learning, practicing, and applying skills necessary to safely climb and camp 
in a variety of winter conditions.  The program is based at the Adirondack Loj, and starts on Thursday, January 29th.  
For additional general information, visit the school’s website: www.winterschool.org  For specific firsthand information 
call Frank Lescinsky - he has taken this course (518-523-0334). 

OUTINGS 
HIGHLIGHTS 

Climb a High Peak in mid-
winter with Peggy 

Join a full moon ski to 
Whiteface Landing 

Lunch at Mountain View 
Farm 

A winter bushwhack up 
Jenkins Mountain 

GOODMAN MOUNTAIN     Andrew Goodman was posthumously awarded our nation’s highest civilian award, the 
Medal of Freedom, and this past summer, Goodman Mountain and the trail to its scenic summit, were dedicated to his 
memory.   Andrew Goodman was a twenty year old civil rights activist who, along with James Chaney and Michael 
Schwerner, was kidnapped and murdered by the Ku Klux Klan in Mississippi during Freedom Summer of 1964.  He had 
gone south to help register people to vote, and just before he left he made his final visit to his family’s retreat, Shelter 
Cove Camp, on Tupper Lake.  Goodman had spent his summers growing up in Tupper Lake, at the palatial retreat that 
his grandfather Charles Goodman had erected a short distance from Bog River Falls in 1933.  The trail up what was 
previously Litchfield Mountain, is one that the Goodman brothers used to hike every week in summer.  If you know 
where to look, you can find the slab of rock where the Goodman boys painted their names over fifty years ago. 
 At our January Chapter Meeting, two of the people who were instrumental in the renaming of the mountain and 
the establishment of the trail will tell us about their experiences. 
 Last October, a North Woods chapter group climbed Goodman Mountain.  You can see their report and summit 
photo on page 3.

http://www.winterschool.org/
http://www.winterschool.org/
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From the Chairman 

 We had our annual business meeting at the Nov potluck.  Peggy MacKellar was reelected as the chapter’s 
Director to represent the chapter at ADK Club business meetings.  The same budget as we have had for the last several 
years was passed but with some changes in our contribution to the main club.  The $1200 we usually return was 
specified to be $200 for trails, $500 for the Summit Stewardship Program, and $500 for sponsorship of Winterfest. 
 The contribution to the Summit Stewardship Program will go into a special fund, the 507 Fund, to build an 
endowment for the program and provide stable funding for protecting the fragile beauty of the high summits. 
 Winterfest is a family friendly winter celebration held at the Adirondack Loj on the national Winter Trails Day, 
Jan. 10.  Its goal is to provide fun for all, especially families, and introduce people to ADK.  Our sponsorship will help 
the club reach out to new people while bringing recognition to North Woods Chapter.  We will have a full page in the 
event booklet and receive special recognition in ADK publications. 
 On Dec 1 Carol Edmonds held an outings meeting at the Blue Moon Café.  It was a party!  We overflowed our 
long table in the back room.  I don’t know how Carol managed to sort through all the ideas and conversations, but she 
was happy to go away with a full schedule of outings.  Edward Roesner volunteered to be editor of the trip reports.  
Marilyn Gillespie, who has done the job for as long as anyone remembers, was glad to no longer have to prod leaders 
for their reports.  Thank you Marilyn for your years of compiling the reports and the all reminders you have sent me. 
          
        Frank Lescinsky,  Chapter Chairman  

CHAPTER OFFICERS and 
COMMITTEE CHAIRPERSONS 

Chairman: Frank Lescinsky 
518-523-0334 

Vice Chair: Tim Chick 
Secretary: Jini Hood 

Director: Peggy MacKellar 
Treasurer: Peter Gillespie 

Director - Peggy MacKellar 

Programs: (open) 
Outings: Carol Edmonds 
Conservation: Tim Chick 

Membership: Nancy Morrill 
Newsletter: Jim Edmonds 

A Special Thank-You to Marilyn Gillespie 

For as long as many of us can remember, Marilyn Gillespie has been our Chapter’s Trip Report Editor.  She is the 
person who has cajoled and then hassled, remembered when they forgot, compiled and then edited - all of the trip 

reports that we have all enjoyed.  For many years Marilyn single handedly produced, printed and mailed the Annual 
Trip Report; recently she has edited what you have been reading in this space each Quarter. 

With this edition, (generally gentle) Marilyn is being replaced by Ed (“the Hammer”) Roesner.  We hope that our Trip 
Leaders will understand that since Edward is also a volunteer, there are limits on how much we can control his zeal for 
his new job of convincing people that they should be sitting writing reports rather than tromping around in the woods.. 

So, a special thank-you to Marilyn, for many years of faithful service, 
doing one of those thankless jobs that must be done.

January 10th

WILDERNESS FIRST AID 

The ADK is offering a Wilderness First 
Aid Course at the Adirondack Loj, the 

weekend of March 28-29. 
For more information, click here: 

ADK First Aid Course

http://www.adk.org/page.php?pname=workshops-first-aid
http://www.adk.org/page.php?pname=workshops-first-aid
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September 21 - Walk to Lake Placid Dam and/or Summer Social at the Lescinskys’ 
It was a feast enjoyed by 14 people.  Some of us started with a 2.5 mi. walk to the dam though the golf course and briefly 
along the Jackrabbit trail.  The view across the lake from the dam showed the Mt McKenzie ridge with beautiful fall 
colors and the summit of Whiteface with the tower and the observatory.  We would have had more people for the walk if it 
hadn’t been raining in Paul Smith’s while nice and warm and dry in Lake Placid.  The feast of chowder, meatballs, chili, 
salad, etc., and cakes and sweets was followed by lively conversation and the video cartoon adventures of Brian 
Backpacker climbing 80 peaks in celebration of Frank’s 80th birthday. 

October 7 - Goodman Mountain Hike - Leader: Barbara Hollenbeck 

Ten people hiked Goodman Mt., near Tupper Lake. We had mostly cloudy conditions except for a short shower just as we 
reached the top. There was still a very nice view, enhanced by very dark clouds overhead, but clear blue sky in the 
distance. The trail was a bit muddy after some days of rain. It was a short outing of about an hour to do the mile and a half 
ascent, and a bit less on the slippery decent. The new kiosk gave historic information about Andrew Goodman, and the 
beginning of the trail is actually on an old macadam road. 
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Check for schedule changes online on our North Woods Chapter Calendar at: 
www.brownbearsw.com/freecal/northwoods 

NORTH WOODS CHAPTER OUTINGS SCHEDULE 
(has been distributed as a separate document)

TRIP REPORTS .... written by the Leaders of last quarter’s Chapter Outings

http://www.brownbearsw.com/freecal/northwoods
http://www.brownbearsw.com/freecal/northwoods
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October 10 - Jay Range Hike 
Leader:  Elizabeth Craven 

Seven of us were on the hike. We tried to find the 
stone art that was there a couple of years ago 
when the new trail was opened, but unfortunately 
all the interesting installations were gone, just a 
few nondescript ones remaining.  They were on 
the last summit before the final, highest summit of 
the ridge.  There were snow flurries and it was 
breezy, so we decided not to climb that final 
summit. We had lunch in a semi sheltered spot.  
The views were not too bad, a few partial 
rainbows,  but not the the glorious view of Lake 
Champlain, the Green Mountains including 
Camel's Hump, the High Peaks and Whiteface.  
We will have to try again!. 

October 14 - Big Cherry Patch Pond Walk - Leaders:  Frank and Lethe Lescinsky 
On a beautiful, sunny, warm October day six of us enjoyed discovering Cherry Patch Pond.  All of us had passed the sign 
on the way from Lake Placid toward Wilmington and wondered what was there.  From the sign it was a short walk into a 
marshy area at the outlet of the pond from which we could just see the tip of the pond.  We could see open water only 
because of recent beaver activity that raised the water level.  It was pretty, but not really the pond.  However, there is a 
better way into the pond.  So we drove to the trailhead for mountain bikes labeled “Stateside.”  From there, trails lead to a 
good view of the pond.  The path starts on the bike trails; stays left; and follows an old woods road to the pond in a little 
over a half mile.  Everyone agreed that it is a pretty and easy walk on a little used trail that they were glad to learn about.  
We got two walks on one outing.  Someone suggested that in winter we could have a ski trip that would go in from one 
trailhead, ski across the pond, and come out to the other trailhead. 

October 24 - Nubble and Washbowl Hike - Leaders:  John and Susan Omohundro 
It was raining when we four began, and the rest of the day the trees dripped. But we agreed we’d much rather be out in the 
woods than complaining about the rain from our living rooms. We observed Roaring Brook Falls from the top, as it spilled 
over the ledge. We carefully picked our way over the boulders of the brook in spate, then puffed up to the 2700-foot 
summit of the Nubble…to be fogged in. Lunching at the Giant’s Washbowl, whipped by winds, we put on everything in 
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our packs but our first aid kits. Circling back to our beginning, we paused for photos at the foot of Roaring Brook Falls. 
And rewarded ourselves with pastry and coffee in Keene.  

November 2 - Mount Van Hoevenberg Hike - Leader: Patti Peebles 
Snow Coverage for the first seasonal hike ! Everything said about the "little" hike was true!  We learned a new phrase 
perhaps someone in the ADK longer than me might of heard of "Sticky Ice"?  We found a folks coming out of the woods 
from Canada which called this the ice coverage which we found was crunchy ice but we kept using the new term, Sticky 
Ice ! Seven eager hikers took a walk in our park to see the view which was such a treat.   Light fallen snow was 
throughout the 180 degree view of the peaks.  We ate our snack and went down with a bright sunshine. As we descended 
the snow and crunchy ice  did melt away into muddy ponds.  Just what the guide had described about being very wet 
marsh. I believe all experienced a great Sunday morning  stroll through the lovely wilderness view under 2 hours.  A great 
start for our winter season, a little early.  So off we go with spikes, snowshoes and skis. Just two weeks later as I write this 
note it is snowing a great deal.  Hmm, wonder if the snow season has really started! 

November 5 - Jenkins Mountain Bushwhack - Leaders:  John and Susan Omohundro 
The grey clouds were scudding over as we arrived at the Black Pond parking lot, but blue burst out for the next couple of 
hours. A crew of trucks from DEC arrived when we did, to catch pregnant trout for breeding. Not to be deterred from our 
appointed round, we set off, seven women and one man, toward Long Pond. The trail hugs the shore so closely, just one 
misstep and it’s wetting belles. At the dam between Black and Long we mounted the esker paralleling the trail. There we 
encountered Peter Gillespie, pursuing his own bushwhack route. One of our leaders (not this one) definitively identified 
the herd path to lead us north to Jenkins Mountain trail, whereafter we traipsed among the “ruin’d choirs” of beech and 
maple to the summit. Gazing down on Spitfire and St. Regis Lakes and across at St. Regis Mountain, we snuck a snack. 
Harsh wind cut short our reverie, so we descended as we rose, noisily kicking through beech leaves. The only other visitor 
we saw all day except Peter was a trail runner. Fortified with the rest of our lunch at Long Pond lean-to, we returned along 
the shores to the trailhead, again connecting with Peter, again under lowering skies, and with a rumor of raindrops. 
November 10 - Whiteface Landing Hike - Leaders:  Frank and Lethe Lescinsky 
The six-mile round trip walk from NY 86 past Connery Pond to lunch at the dock on Lake Placid was a pleasant, non-
strenuous walk through fallen leaves.  However, interestingly, the leaves had been raked from the dirt road in to the camps 
on Connery Pond.  Why did someone bother? 

December 4 - Avalanche Lake Hike - Leader:  Carol Edmonds 
Avalanche Lake - Dec 4th - We were all a little apprehensive about this 
trip because we feared that recent rain following by a big drop in 
temperature would coat the trail in ice.  However, we were rescued by a 
few inches of snow and the conditions were perfect.  We walked all the 
way in without any ice protection on our boots.  In fact, conditions were 
just about perfect for a winter hike.  The temperatures were in the high 
teens and low 20s and the snow was deep enough to cover any ice, but not 
deep enough to require snowshoes.  As always, the view up Avalanche 
Lake was breathtaking - a mini fjord nestled between Colden and 
Avalanche Mountains.  The wind forced us to retreat into the woods for 
lunch, but this was a minor inconvenience.  As is often the case, the leader 
provided the only drama.  I fell down, but this happens more often than 
not on trips, and seemed routine to my fellow hikers.  I also managed to 
step into deep water hidden under the snow, which overflowed into one of 
my boots and got my foot wet - not a good situation on a cold day about 4 
miles from the trailhead.  However, a far-sighted and well-prepared 
companion had a spare sock to lend me which I covered with a plastic bag 
and I was good to go, although the white plastic peeking out of my boots 
did nothing for my reputation as a capable and properly outfitted leader.  
Spare socks will now find a permanent place in my backpack.   
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December 9 - Copperas Pond Hike/Cookout - Leader:  Carol Edmonds 
With temps in the high 20s, this was a great day for a hike.  We took the “long” way up (a bit less than 2 miles) and 
enjoyed the snowy woods, frozen ponds and stream.  We had the lean-to to ourselves and quickly got a fire started.  Lunch 
was hot dogs or sausages and marshmallows (you can’t always eat healthy).  We lingered, but not too long, since we 
wanted to beat the big snowstorm that was predicted for later in the afternoon.  Our only misadventure was on the return 
trip.  After warning everybody to avoid taking the “old” trail that leads to a parking area that is no longer there, I led 
everyone down that trail anyway until it was noticed (not by me) that there was only one set of footprints and our crowd 
of 11 could not have come in that way.  Retracing our steps, we got back to our cars and home before serious snow started 
to fall.  

 

December 13, Saturday - Dial Mountain Hike/Snowshoe - Leader:  Peggy MacKellar 
We had such a fabulous day! Beth Hesseltine, Nancy Morrill, Lynn Hunter, my Kili friend Holly Lee, from Syracuse and I 
climbed Dial in the brilliant sunshine and deep snow. YEAH! My new knees did awesome. I can’t wait to do more peaks!  

Page !6
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And finally ……. THE BACK PAGE  

Many of our members are multi-talented ... and talents should be shared. 

If you have something that you would be willing to share, and that relates to our North Woods and to the season, 
we would like to publish it. 

Celestial Symphony 

The Bard hunkers, recess’d in his lair: 
Deep snow, chill, he shows no despair. 

His genius burns bright 
As his fingers take flight 

O’er the keyboard, this song fills the air: 

When the moon rides full, lighting the night, 
And the lake’s locked in ice, frozen tight, 

The lake song rings forth loud, 
Creaking, roaring, deep sound, 

It’s the tug of the moon, take no fright. 

The Bard of Birch Street

This Quarter, the Bard offers a limerick in two strophes. 

He explains:  “It was prompted by the memory of walking out on a frozen lake at midnight and feeling it 
shudder under my feet, even as a great noise traveled from one end to the other, the water beneath the ice 
being drawn against the bottom of the ice and causing it to resonate, turning the lake into a sort of giant tuning 
fork, and prompting the stroller to flee rapidly to the safety of the shore.” 
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Winter 
by Caperton Tissot 

 In the Northern Adirondacks, it rarely snows all at once. Instead, each day, 
flurries, almost too fine to notice, dance down through the sunless sky, dropping 
delicate flakes upon trees, rocks and the backs of shadowy deer.  Finally there comes a 
day when, looking out the window, we suddenly notice an old stump is buried under a 
white fluffy quilt. A couple of days later, a big moss-covered boulder seems to sink out 
of sight; the only clue to its existence: a crown of stubby evergreen ferns rising off its 
top.  
 No big storm arrives to strike with fury. Instead, as change often does, winter 
sneaks up slowly, unnoticed at first. Later, looking back, we try to remember exactly 
when it all began. 
 One frigid morning, rising early, we see the woods have been touched by a fairy 
wand, the forest dressed in lace and crystal, the sun slanting through the trees lights a 
bejeweled dawn. The air swirls with sparkles. Frost feathers creep up the windows. 
Trees snap in the cold. White … all is white … color of cold … land of the rugged.  
 The wood stove dawdles at its task of warming the house. 

From Tibetta’s World; High Jinks and Hard Times in the North Country by Caperton Tissot 
(for more of Caper’s writing visit www.snowyowlpress.com) 

http://www.snowyowlpress.com
http://www.snowyowlpress.com
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Moonlight Ski 
a composition of word 

and image 
by Nadine McLaughlin 

if you would like to see more of 
Nadine’s work, please visit: 

http://graphicsnorth.com 

if you would like to taste her 
cooking, visit Mountain View 

Farm on February 25th* 

and if you would like to take 
your own moonlight ski, join 

the North Woods Chapter group 
on March 2nd* 

*please see the 
“Outings Schedule” 

http://graphicsnorth.com
http://graphicsnorth.com

